
Choose your fabric
This suite can be ordered in a variety of fabrics, or choose  

any other fabric at a frame + fabric price.

To view our current range of selected fabrics visit:
www.thedesignstore.co.nz/pages/fabric

Our Morgan is New Zealand Made and can be customised to your needs 
with your choice of size & seat foam options.

Create your Morgan today! 

Choose your comfort
Standard Elephant Foam: Elephant Foam is a superior quality cushioning foam that is 

exceptionally supportive and has an unsurpassed reputation for long-term durability and 
strength. Elephant Foam is backed by a 10-year guarantee.

Optional add-on Ergofill: Ergofill is a revolutionary seat cushion fill utilising foam mixed 
with siliconised polyester fibre to give a feather and down look and feel, but with a much 

higher level of resilience and comfort. Ergofill is guaranteed for five years in 
domestic furniture. 

N.B - Ergofill is only available for standard settees.

THE Morgan
Proudly New Zealand Made 

with a 15 year frame & 
workmanship warranty and 

10 year seat foam warranty*
2 years on back cushion fibre fill.

New Zealand Made Lounge Suite

Standard with T12 Wenge feet as displayed

*As displayed instore Rialto Silver. 3+2.5 Seater
*Scatter cushions sold separately



Chair 
800mm

2str 
1390mm

2.5str 
1660mm

3str
1980mm

KEY:
Standard Depth : 900mm | Standard Height : 900mm

3.5str 
2395mm

Sofa Bed Double
1760mm

Square Plain Top
570x570x400mm

Square Cushion Top
570x570x470mm

Rect Plain Top
1000x600x400mm

Rect Cushion Top
1000x600x470mm

Notes
Sofa bed*: Sofa beds have larger frames & shorter legs to accommodate bed inside.

Featuring best available bed actions, inner sprung mattress & flexi slat bed.
Cushions: Please enquired with staff for cushion & seat division info.

Soil Guard: Fabric protection available at an additional cost - 5 year stain protection warranty.

Combo deals - save when you purchase as a set!

Choose your size

WWW.THEDESIGNSTORE.CO.NZ | 0800 44 99 22

*Images above are not to scale. As this is a large product, please ensure it will fit in your home before ordering. 
Please note due to the nature of furniture construction, all dimensions can vary by +/- 20mm

Combination

3 + 2.5 Seater

Sofa Bed + Ottoman Options

Sofa Bed Queen
1980mm

To protect your suite and to ensure its longevity we recommend
1 - Soilguard protection (available at an additional cost)

2 - Fluff ‘n’ Pat to ensure suite and all cushions retain their shape or wear evenly.


